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BIOPHILIA COFFEE TABLE 101x67x
By Ross Lovegrove

The BIOPHILIA Collection explores a new avenue of design that forms a dialogue between
time, shape and space. It combines the trend-setting natural design of the Sagrada
Famila by Antonio Gaudi, VONDOM’s expertise in advanced rotational moulding
technology and the ongoing line of research of digital transference into contemporary
design. Taken out of craft and into the 21st century’s progressive domain of
polymerization and industry, BIOPHILIA is a collection that acknowledges this lineage but
pushes the boundaries between material structure and shape into a new modern territory
as yet unseen, diametrically opposed to modernism in its expression.s.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/59004

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

15 Kg

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 59004

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 59004F

Lacquered Polyethylene

TWO-TONE LACQUERED

Ref. 59004FP

Two-tone lacquered Polyethylene

RGBW LED

Ref. 59004L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 59004D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).
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LIGHT

Ref. 59004W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 59004Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

RGBW LED DMX BATTERY

Ref. 59004DY

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO LUZ BICOLOR

LACADO
LED RGB DMX

BATERIA

ICE                     
WHITE                     
BLACK                     

BRONZE                     
STEEL                     

ANTHRACITE                     
RED                     

PISTACHIO                     
ORANGE                     

KHAKI                     
NAVY                     

TAUPE                     
PLUM                     
ECRU                     
BEIGE                     

CHAMPANY                     
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